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By Robert Healy 

In testing there is always
So  very much to do,
Regressing the old, 
Exploring the new.

But in all the jobs,
In my neat bag of tricks,
None is as much fun as,
Retesting defects.

Before the question,
Of will it now work?
Maybe a comment, 
“As-designed (stupid jerk)”

Usually the coder
Is rather impressed,
“Well done, good find. 
Fixed, please retest.”

And now the hard bit, 
how to recreate?
The conditions that broke 
The software of late.

Follow steps recorded 
From top to bottom.
And hope nothing’s omitted, 
and since been forgotten.

“Yes, that’s now fixed” 
I write in one or two,
“Retested completely, 
Version: 1.0.2”

“Fixed for the most part 
with the exception Z
Returning for comment, 
immediately!”

In down time, or quiet time,
And often, it should be stressed,
Don’t take a breather,
There are bugs to retest! ▄

Retesting

By Trish Khoo & James Martin

 After noticing some problems 
with our traditional test reporting, we 
were on the lookout for a better solution. 
Could a low-tech testing dashboard re-
ally replace test case metrics and sum-
mary reports? After this experiment, 
we’re convinced it can!

The Problem

 We noticed that our traditional test 
reporting approach had a few problems:

• A single person had to compile the 
report each week, which became a 
chore and a bottleneck.

• Our short development iterations 
meant that different individuals on 
the team needed information on an 
ad-hoc basis.

• Some of the data for our report was 
based on metrics gathered from a 
test management system, which 
didn’t really reflect everything 
we planned to do during a sprint, 
or give an accurate picture of our 
progress.

 After attending the Rapid Test-
ing Course, run by James Bach, we were 
inspired to create our own low-tech test-
ing dashboard. We thought about dis-
playing it on the touch-screen monitor 
in the common room at our workplace, 
but in the end decided that the most vis-
ible method would be to draw it on a big 
glass whiteboard near the lunch tables. 
Nothing says ‘high-visibility’ like a two 
metre tall dashboard staring you in the 
face while you eat your sandwich.
 Most importantly for us, the 
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dashboard had to be accessible, so that information 
could be ‘pulled’ by any interested person, at any 
time.
 We hoped that a hand-drawn dashboard 
would also encourage frequent and collaborative up-
dates, keeping the information relevant and prevent-
ing a one sided view of the situation.
 It was time to break out the whiteboard 
markers and get started…

Iteration Zero

We decided to start simple; by breaking our product 
into about twenty ‘functional areas’, which became 
rows in a table. Then we added ‘Risk’ and ‘Releas-
ability’ columns.
 The ‘Risk’ column would be a subjective 
high/medium/low value based on the team’s analy-
sis of the changes for a given release. The test team 
would decide the initial risk values, but anybody in 
the rest of the development team would be welcome 
to discuss them and change them.
 The ‘Releasability’ column (original-
ly called ‘Quality’, but later changed after some 
thought) would be a subjective ‘smiley face’ (fit for 
release), ‘passive face’ (some contention) or ‘frowny 
face’ (bugs preventing a release). If an area hadn’t 
yet been tested at all, the ‘Releasability’ value was a 
question mark.
 Our initial hope was that the dashboard 
would encourage questions about build quality and 
risk. We didn’t explain or announce it; we just wrote 
it up and left it there.
 The day after the dashboard was written up 
for a new release, every developer working on that 
release visited us individually over the course of the 
day to talk about the dashboard. They asked:
• “What does the risk value mean?”
• “Will that affect how you test it?”
• “I’m making a change here, so will you be test-

ing this and this?”
• “Why is that area high risk?”
 One of them offered to fill in some frowny 
faces in some areas that had been tricky for the pro-
grammers to fix and so he thought might be good to 
look at closely in test. All of this before we had even 
begun testing the release!

From faces to words

Over time it became apparent that the ‘Releasability’ 
column was becoming neglected. As the granularity 
of our symbols was very coarse, it often wasn’t up-

dated until a few days before release. This was sim-
ply because we generally didn’t know enough about 
each area to be able to comment on its releasability 
until our regression testing was done. Nobody was 
paying much attention to that column; therefore it 
wasn’t fulfilling its purpose or adding any apprecia-
ble value.
 Part of the problem was that the blue “pas-
sive face” could mean anything from “seems okay so 
far, but we haven’t finished testing it yet”, to “we’re 
done testing here and found a few bugs”. Most of the 
time, the releasability column was full of blue pas-
sive faces and question marks, which didn’t mean 
much to anybody.
 Apparently, a picture is worth a thousand 
words. In our case we were starting to feel that a 
thousand words were too many. So we replaced the 
smiley faces with a brief, two-word statement of ‘Re-
leasability’. This ranged from “GOOD ENOUGH” 
to “ALMOST THERE” to “CRITICAL BUGS”.
 This increase in accuracy immediately gave 
us a good feeling. It helped frame the state of the re-
lease in our own minds, and was a much less ambig-
uous message to the rest of the team. We noticed that 
a lot less time was spent explaining what we meant 
by our non-commital passive faces.

Even leaner

During the next release it became apparent that, 
again, the dashboard wasn’t pulling its weight. Our 
current sprint was focused on brand new functional-
ity for the product, so we had added new rows to the 
dashboard to reflect that. As a side effect, we noticed 
that the ‘Releasability’ column was now full of “UN-
KNOWN” labels for the existing functional areas (as 
we hadn’t done any regression testing), and “UN-
DER CONSTRUCTION” for the new functionality 
(which was being designed, built and tested).
 The most valuable aspect of the current 
dashboard was the ‘Risk’ column, which we used 
throughout the sprint; tweaking the values as the 
team learned about the impact of each change and its 
relationship to the other areas of the product.
 So we completely removed the ‘Releasabil-
ity’ column. It had become too restrictive and dis-
tracting. Everybody in the team knew that we were 
in no way fit for release at this stage.
 This left us with a two-column table, show-
ing features and our assessment of the ‘Risk’ asso-
ciated with each area. However, our dashboard was 
no longer communicating progress or information 

about bugs and blocking issues, which were prob-
lems that we had set out to solve!
 So we reinstated the third column. But in-
stead of agonising over a new name for it, we didn’t 
give it one at all. For each feature, we put a brief 
summary of the most important information we 
could think of at the time.
 We had sacrificed some structure, which 
meant that each update took a little more conversa-
tion and thought on our part, but we had gained a 
lot of flexibility. Again, we found that conversations 
with the team about the dashboard required much 
less explanation and preamble before getting to the 
useful information.

The ‘Extract Dashboard’ Refactoring

As our next iteration got underway, our thoughts 
turned back to the dashboard. The start of a sprint 
was becoming our ritual dashboard-review session 
and we took the opportunity to get feedback from the 
rest of the team about its use and usefulness.
 Generally, people liked the risk column, as it 
was pretty interactive and encouraged useful conversa-
tion throughout the sprint. The overwhelming feedback 
was that the dashboard didn’t give the team any insight 
into what the testers were actually doing during the 
sprint and how those activities were progressing.
 To address this problem, we added a second 
dashboard. This dashboard showed some of the in-
teresting activities from our test plan (a shared, but 
seldom viewed, wiki document). It also showed a 
short summary of our progress, including any inter-
esting or blocking issues we were encountering.
 For example, we added activities such as 
“Regression testing” and “Automation maintenance”, 
which we do for every sprint. It proved very popular to 
see that a misbehaving test environment was hamper-
ing our automation effort, or that our regression testing 
had hit roadblocks because of critical bugs. The team 
found that they were able to refocus their efforts on 
blocking issues and help us to regain momentum.
 To the list of recurring activities we added 
the high-risk functional areas from our first dash-
board. This included any new features and areas of 
the application that were marked as “HIGH” risk in 
our original dashboard.

Area

Creation

Invoicing

Templates

Help

Admin

Risk

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Releasability

Area

Creation

Invoicing

Templates

Help

Admin

New Widgets

Risk

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

High

Releasability 

Almost There

Critical Bugs

Looking Good

Good Enough

Minor Bugs

Critical Bugs

Area

Creation

Invoicing

Templates

Help

Admin

New Widgets

Risk

Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

Low
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More signal less noise

By this stage we were becoming very comfortable 
with the whiteboard dashboard format. We had got 
over our initial reluctance to change the structure 
and were experimenting with different styles of 
comments and using visual indicators (little arrows) 
to show what we were working on at any time.
 Our last big pain point was the original 
dashboard. This behemoth was two metres tall and 
included every functional area of the system, many 
of which were frequently “LOW” risk and/or had 
hardly any changes. These areas were useful for tes-
ters when planning our regression testing, but had 
become a noisy distraction for the rest of the team 
during the sprint and were stealing attention from the 
really important information.
 With a few swipes of the whiteboard eraser 
we removed the “regression” dashboard entirely. No 
one has missed it, so far.

Now and next

What did we learn? We hoped and expected the 
dashboard to encourage conversation and informa-
tion sharing and this has certainly been our experi-
ence. The amount of effort we put into the dashboard 
seems to have been repaid several times over in new 
information coming back from the rest of the team 
in response.
 One of the most significant and surprising
things we learned is just how little the team need a 
traditional weekly status report in order to plan the 
work of releasing our product. 

 The question “When will you be done test-
ing?” has always been a difficult one to answer be-
cause “when” is constantly affected by unpredictable 
events, and “done” is a business decision, not a test 
team decision. So, whenever the “When will you 
be done testing? When can we release?” question 
comes up, we gather around the dashboard and have 
a conversation based on the most up-to-date infor-
mation. Then, together, we talk about what’s left to 
do and how long we can afford to spend doing it.
 Having a visibly changing dashboard has 
helped the team to recognize that the more valuable 
questions to ask are “What problems are slowing 
down the test progress?” and “What is the risk if we 
don’t test this area quite so thoroughly?”
 We also learned that letting go of high-tech 
tools like wikis and spreadsheets can be a really 
liberating and fun experience. People seem to re-
ally enjoy updating information when the medium is 
malleable. We found that people start to leave little

pictures and notes around the dashboard, which is a 
useful indicator of people’s feelings and a little out-
let for their creativity. We’re all for a bit of dash-
board graffiti!
 We noticed a strange phenomenon of red 
whiteboard marker pens disappearing more fre-
quently than any other colour.
 Can this technique replace traditional test re-
porting in all contexts? Are there any limitations?
 Both of us have worked for companies 
where throwing out more formal test reporting just 
wouldn’t fly. If your organisation requires formal 
test reporting, we would still encourage trying this 

out in parallel with your current approach. 
 To get started, suggest a trial period using 
the dashboard within your team. As it’s a low-cost 
solution to implement and experiment, if it doesn’t 
work you’ve lost nothing and have potentially 
learned a lot from the experience. You may find that 
using a dashboard day-to-day will actually help in-
dividuals in your immediate team see the benefit and 
then make a stronger case for pushing the results up-
stream. 
 Distributed teams may find this a little tough. 
In fact, we do still send out a weekly summary news-
letter to our distributed support team members, who 
appreciate the updates but don’t necessarily need 
as much information ready-to-hand. We have heard 
of distributed teams using real-time web cameras 
or posting photos of whiteboards to internal wikis 
in order to share information with their distributed 
members – perhaps this would work well for low-
tech dashboards.
 A low-tech dashboard would probably be 
insufficient for those working in environments that 
require heavy documentation for regulatory and au-
diting purposes. We don’t archive or version control 
our dashboard at all. We could take pictures and save 
them somewhere, but in practice we haven’t found a 
need.
 Metrics are a hotly debated topic at the best 
of times and we can just imagine some people feeling 
uneasy about not being able to create graphs of his-
torical “bug trends” or report test case “percentage 
complete” numbers to project managers. If you’re 
determined to count test cases, bug reports and cre-
ate graphs, then this probably isn’t the technique for 
you. We would be interested to hear from teams who 
are heavily “metric managed” who try this in parallel 
as an alternative and see how it affects their projects.

What next?

“Evolution” and “context” have been our watch-
words throughout this experiment. We plan to con-
tinue using the dashboard format, because it works 
really well in our context. We’ll also be continually 
evaluating and adapting it to fit the way we like to 
work. In the end, this is a tool, which is supposed 
to make our lives easier and we plan to evolve the 
dashboard with that goal in mind. ▄

Area

Regression Testing

Auto Maintenance

Invoice UI

Invoice Preparation

Invoice Reports

Template Creation

Template Import

Template Editor

Risk

High

Low

Medium

High

High

Medium

High

High

Notes

Some Blocking Bugs

Stabilising

Minor aesthetic issues

Looking good

Blocked

Done

Minor usability issues

Not started yet

Area

Creation

Invoicing

Templates

Help

Admin

New Widgets

Risk

Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

Low

Area

Regression Testing

Automation Maintenance

Performance Testing

Widget Transformation

Usability Overhaul

Risk

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

Notes

Not started yet

Lots to do

Good

Good so far

Keyboard shortcuts broken
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By Andréas Prins

Is adding value for your customer one of your goals? 
Do you like developing or testing applications? If 
the answer to either of these questions is “Yes”, then 
this article will give you some useful hints and tips. 
 This article describes how hidden elements 
and comments in the code can be used by testers to 
find bugs, security flaws and holes in the code. In a 
pragmatic way you will learn how comments in the 
code affect the quality. 
 Comments in the code often contain many 
clues for testers on the hunt for bugs. They are in-
cluded in a web page requested from a server by 
your client browser. The code will be run by your 
browser however the comments in the code are not 
executed; they are purely descriptive.
 Comments might not include very sensitive 
data but for testers they represent a golden opportu-
nity. Comments in the code are often used as a way of 
communicating intent, as a reminder to the program-
mer or as a description of functions and features.
 Since they have no impact on the function-
ality of the application programmers sometimes re-
move comments from the source code before the ap-
plication is released to production so testers may be 
the last people to glean information from them. 
 Comments in the source code can also pres-
ent a potential security flaw which I’ll later discuss.

The 
exploration

To start with, 
an easy but im-
portant ques-
tion. Do you as 
a tester check 
the source 
code of a web 
page? Do you 
know how this 
works?
 T o 
show the 
HTML con-

tent of a web page right 
mouse click on a web page -> choose show source/
source code/View Page Source. (In most browsers).
 The comments developers have made in 
the code do not show in the GUI but they are 
visible in the Page Source. As you can see in 
the following screenshots the comments are of-
ten shown in a different colour – depending on 
which browser/application you are using to view 
the page source. The colour coding is to increase 
readability and is a useful function in most devel-
opment tools.
 At a high level there are two kinds of 
treasures hidden in the source code of a page. 
The first are the comments in the source. The 
second are any validations that are implemented 
on the client side by the browser.
 The validations are interesting for testers 
as they present clues about how a tester can test 
field validations. These validations will probably 
work fine if you only use the browser to validate 
various fields, but many tools allow testers to by-
pass the browser and in essence bypass the vali-
dation too. This is commonly why validations are 
best implemented on the server. 

Comments

A lot of programmers use comments in the code 
to add structure it, or to give other programmers 
useful information and clues. They often use: “//
for single line comments”  and  “/* This is a mul-
tiple line comment */”

During an example security scan I did, I noticed a lot 
of comments in the code, as follows:

• Admin usernames and passwords
• Database references, table and column names
• Menu items, that are disabled
• Interesting comments about defects that have 

been fixed
• Special codes for reduced prices and special of-

fers
• Numbers such as internal office number
• And much more...

For example:

</div>
  <!--
// Weggehaald: SR1820427
<div id=leftMenuItem>
 <a href=”phpinfo.
php”>Informatie</a>
</div> -->
<div id=leftMenuItem>
 <a id=”Closing line”></a>
</div>
        </div>

Fig. 2: Disabl ed menu item

<div id=”Middle”
      <!-- START HEADER for defects: 
usrnm=hoppa  
      passw=1234-->

<div id=”Top>
 <div class=”top_ml”>
       <a href=welcome.htm”>

Fig. 3: Username and password in the source

This information was very useful for me as a tes-
ter, but hackers also love this information as it gives 
them entry points to your application. 

Validations

The second category of helpful comments is about 
validations that take place in the browser on the cli-
ent’s computer.  
 Tip: Be aware that validations that take place 
client side are often validations for usability and to 
give performance gains. For example about the for-
mat of a postal code, with such a client side valida-
tion it isn’t needed to send a request and response to 
the server to check the format. You get your feed-
back immediately.
 However, you can easily avoid these valida-
tions by intercepting messages that have passed client 
side validation, altering the content (that would ini-
tially have failed validation) and forwarding on to the 
server for processing. For example, a customer orders 
the maximum limit of goods as depicted by the client 
side validation, but on intercept the message is altered 
to order many more goods than allowed and forwarded 
to the server. This is not only a way of bypassing rules 
but could result in unexpected errors when the server 
attempts to process this information. Some possible 
validations that can take place at the client side are:

• Check the formatting of input data: e.g. postal 
code, date of birth

• Check character lengths, for example maximum 
length is 4 

• Validation of credentials against a certain range 
of numbers

• And much more...

Avoiding these validations can have a detrimental ef-
fect on the server. In my opinion testers should test 
what happens if you disable the validation. Explore 
this treasure. These checks, run manually, can be 
very time consuming, but it is worth it! ►Fig. 1: Right mouse click

Pssst...pass me on ... www.thetestingplanet.com

Hidden treasures 
for everyone!

www.testingthefuture.net
phpinfo.php
phpinfo.php
welcome.htm
www.thetestingplanet.com
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By Simon Morley 

Well, what a summer the last few months have 
been (at least in the northern hemisphere).It’s 
been a period of long lazy days (with an easy-
to-read testing article), sizzling BBQ days 
(reading a sometimes well-done, sometimes 
saucy, sometimes an unexpected flavour in an 
article), some scorching days (reading an ar-
ticle where a high SPF is needed - yes, you can 
interpret that in different ways!), sometimes a 
time to get off the beaten trail (a gem of an ar-
ticle you didn’t expect!) and the odd late sum-
mer treat!

Goal!

June was dominated by the football world cup 
in South Africa - and there was a notable test-
related post: Fred Beringer wondered what 
about the World Cup was killing twitter. Was 
it the vuvuzela (remember them? still hear 
them?) He took a look at some of the perfor-
mance intelligence reports and wondered about 
the opportunities for testing improvements.

Books and Writing

When relaxing during a summer break or even 
just some free time then reading a good book is 
always rewarding. Luckily, there were some to 
help with pointers of worthwhile reads:
 If you’ve heard of The Black Swan but 
haven’t looked at it yet then Abe Heward’s sam-
pler might help you decide.
 Michael Larsen has been sharing his 
thoughts on a range of books and this one for 
The Social Life of Information is a good exam-
ple. An analogy between blogging and shipping 
software was well-made by Trish Khoo.

What’s Sizzling?

A comparison between Feynman, naming and 
associated traps in testing was the subject of an 
interesting Zeger Van Hese post. In his “tell it 
like it is” approach Dave Whalen was encourag-
ing the mob to descend on him for writing about 
best practices. James Christie highlighted some 
topical concerns around test case counting. This 
sparked a flurry of comments and blog posts 
and John Stevenson made a round-up of those 
opinions with additional reflections. The point 
has been made before but BJ Rollison stated the 
point well about Agile being a mindset rather 
than a process. Testing without testing? Yes? 
No? Not sure? Then go and read Ajay Balamuru-
gadas’ post on the topic.
 Some new terminology was born thanks 
to Jon & James Bach with their posts on Thread-
Based Test Management, here and here. Do you 
recognise any of the personality traits that Anne-
Marie Charrett describes? A discussion around 
the colours of testing (black, white, grey, ...) 
caused Michael Bolton to analyse the problems 
with such labels and attempts at distinction.

Comps

The middle of summer saw the announcement of a 
competition for the EuroStar BlogStar. This gener-
ated discussion on Q&A forums. Both Simon Mor-
ley and Pradeep Soundararajan wrote about some 
of the positives and challenges with such competi-
tions, here and here. Ain’t that right Ted?

New Pens

There have been some new blogs that have ap-
peared over the last couple of months. Some of 
note, and worth a look: Michael Alexander and his 
motivation behind starting blogging. Michel Kraaij 
and his thoughts on the definition of quality. Adam 
Brown and his thoughts around self-certification.

End of Summer

Alan Page wrote about the challenge that the 
software testing of today will not be sufficient 
for tomorrow. September saw a good half-reflec-
tive, half-analytical piece from Elisabeth Hen-
drikson on an Agile Blacklash or Career wakeup 
call. Ok, summer break over... ▄

►                  Automate the exploration

(Semi-)Automate this testing and exploration with the use 
of a proxy tool. There are a lot of tools that extract the 
comments and validations from the page source such as 
WebScarab. Using WebScarab as an example you can see 
which pages have comments by doing the following steps:

1. Start WebScarab
2. Configure your browser to pass all traffic through the 

WebScarab proxy
3. Browse through your web site or application 
4. Open the WebScarab summary tab and locate the pages 

of interest showing a check in the comments or scripts 
columns, as shown in figure 4

5. Right click and choose “show comments” or “show 
scripts” , as shown in figure 5

6. Now you can see the comments and change them as 
you see fit. In the example shown in Figure 6 it is pos-
sible to delete the comments, in this case re-enabling 
the hidden menu option.

7. Check your browser, now you will see an extra menu 
item, as shown in figure 7

Steps to see the scripts and comments below (Fig 4 - 7).

Final tips for testers and programmers

Here are some final tips for developers and testers:

• Comments in the source code are visible for everyone. 
Validations that are only at the client side are not se-
cure validations. People can easily avoid them.

• The complete source code of a page is in scope for your 
testing.

• Searching for these comments and validations is fun, it 
gives you new opportunities to explore

Conclusion

With this approach the treasures that are mentioned in this 
article are no longer hidden. Using tools like WebScarab you 
can easily scan the application and change the comments and 
validation scripts in the code. Hidden Treasures indeed. ▄

STC 
Carnival of 
Testers Sep 2010

Fig. 4: Summary Tab

Fig. 5: Show comments, show scripts

Fig. 6: Delete comment

Fig. 7: Original menu item on left, 
new menu on right

Excellent! Commented. RT @AGareev Bugs Go Hard-Copy - end of the story http://goo.gl/61dwh #softwaretesting #qa 
by @darren_mcmillan
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By Peter Gregory

Software testing can sometimes seem like an Olym-
pic event. Lots of training, hours of dedicated work, 
paying plenty of attention to time, lengthy prepa-
ration and perseverance are all qualities shared by 
athletes and software testers, so what other lessons 
could we learn from the list of Olympic sports?

Archery

Targeting bugs can be a hit-and-miss business. 
Knowing what to aim for during planning can make 
your test time more effective. Focussing upon high 
priority functionality, features directly related to the 
changes or new code can result in key defects being 
found as quickly as possible. Functional techniques 
such as boundary value analysis and equivalence 
partitioning can both reduce the amount of testing 
required and allow concentration of effort on areas 
of the software most likely to contain problems.

Athletics (Long Jump)

Long jumpers and testers both know that leav-
ing a mark in the sand is a good habit to adopt. 
Traceability is a key ingredient of software test-
ing, whether that is linking raised incidents to 
test cases and requirements, ensuring regression 
tests are documented or cataloguing which ver-
sion of the software was tested. The benefits of 
traceability are often long term. For example, an-
alysing the cause of defects can suggest process 
improvements such as improving the software 
design phase by conducting more code review 
meetings. Storing regression tests can reduce fu-
ture test case writing, thus freeing time for more 
urgent tasks.

Boxing

Bad software testing can sometimes feel like twelve 
rounds with a heavyweight boxer. However, with a 
little more organisation, testing can be a champion-
ship contender. Different rounds of testing such as 
unit, integration and system can all be used to maxi-
mise code quality. Complementary top-down system 
and bottom-up unit and integration testing without 
overlaps can increase test coverage and ensure dif-
ferent viewpoints are incorporated into the process. 
Boxing, whether that be white or black box testing 
can help you to win the contest on points.

Cycling

Going round in circles can be beneficial to testers. 
Cyclical (or iterative) software development meth-
odologies provide more than one opportunity for 
testing. Know what you want to achieve for an itera-
tion and then build upon that expertise and knowl-
edge in the next. Regression strategies can also be 
co-ordinated to make best use of the test windows 
available.

Equestrian

A good approach is important for horses when at-
tempting to jump fences. Applying the right ap-
proach is also essential in software development. 
Agile, V-Model, Iterative, Waterfall or a combina-
tion of the best practices from each can all be made 
to work effectively if applied correctly. The key is to 
find an approach that suits your company.

Fencing

Ring fencing defects can be an art form. Often a tes-

Software  
Testing - An 
Olympic 
Sport?

ter is presented with a short amount of time to find a 
deviously hidden bug. Several factors may be com-
bining to create an error condition. Isolating defects 
by eliminating factors that are not contributing to the 
problem is an important way to ensure that the cause 
is determined as soon as possible.

Hockey

Like hockey, testing is both and individual and a 
team game. Your work colleagues are a huge source 
of information that should be tapped into as often as 
possible. Training courses are not the only option for 
continual learning. Your everyday workplace can be 
just as good and a lot cheaper.

Rowing

Disagreements between testers are developers are not 
uncommon. Rowing can be counter-productive and 
should be avoided so tact and diplomacy are key traits 
of the software tester. Good testers know how to gain 
the trust and respect of their coding work colleagues 
by ensuring any dialogue about software defects is 
kept impersonal, emphasising the common goal to 
improve the quality of the software. Good testers also 
convince developers that they are seeking to enhance 
the reputation of both the company and the coder by 
striving for fewer code problems. Stress to them that 
you are on their side (but always remain objective).

Sailing

Testing is seldom plain sailing. Learn from your mis-
takes and you’ll make fewer and fewer in the future.

Swimming

Always feel the tide and the clock is against you? 
Testers are seldom allowed enough time to test every-
thing. That means prioritising work is essential. Know 
what features are most important to the end users and 
ensure that they are tested first. Also, be prepared to 
change your priorities when the situation changes.

Wrestling

Wrestling with the masses of information generated 
during testing can be a daunting business. Luckily 
more and more test tools are available to make life 
easier. Wikis and on-line tools mean geographical 
boundaries are no longer an issue. An abundance of 
open source tools have also reduced costs. The trick 
is to choose tools that will be used frequently and 
will give the best return on investment.

And finally... Marathon

Testing can be a marathon. Also, if you are perform-
ing an Agile SCRUM methodology then it can be 
both a marathon and a SPRINT! Remember large 
problems can always be broken into lots of smaller 
ones that are easier to deal with.

Of course, participating in any sport (not necessarily 
to Olympic standard) can improve your well-being 
and help you work better at the office too. Good 
health to you! ▄
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By Steven Hedley

One of my favourite aspects of my current job as an 
IT Consultant is that I work on many different proj-
ects in any given year, for multiple clients. I have 
met lots of wonderful (some wacky) people over the 
course of these projects and I can honestly say that 
I have managed to find at least one thing I have in 
common with each and every one of them. An ap-
proach I picked up years ago is F.O.R.M. and I use 
this methodology on every new project I undertake.
 What is F.O.R.M.? – It is a way for me to get 
to know the people I am working with much better than 
I could if we stuck to just discussing project-specific 
information. How does F.O.R.M. work? – The letters 
in the acronym stand for 4 main areas of conversa-
tion, across which you will inevitably strike a common 
chord somewhere, something you can both relate to. 
 Family – Do you both have children? If so, 
are they similar ages? If you both have 9 year old 

girls, I’m sure you can share a few stories together. 
Occupation – What do they ‘do’? Sure you know the 
bit they are doing on your project, but maybe they 
are much more than that? Who do they work with? 
What about their history or future plans? 
 Recreation – How do they spend their spare 
time? Maybe you both support a common sports 
team? Money – what do they like to spend their cash 
on? Are you both gadget freaks? Fashion victims? 
Do you holiday in the same place?

What are the advantages of F.O.R.M. ? – Here are a 
few examples of positive benefits:

• Problem resolution – if someone feels they 
know you personally, they are more likely to be 
on your ‘side’ and help

• Networking – they will be more likely to recom-
mend you if they see you as both a friend and a 
colleague

• Potential business opportunities – they may 
work with other people who are looking for ex-
actly what your company can provide

• Team building – helps to create a positive envi-
ronment within your project team

• Social opportunities – a chance to arrange an out 
of work meet up to partake in a common interest

• Stress relief – on a high pressure project, it’s nice 
to take 5 minutes out and chat about something 
non work related to relieve the strain.

Once you have a relationship with a client or work-
mate that has a personal element, they are more likely 
to remember you in the future. You are no longer just 
John the Performance Tester who worked for that 
company, but you are John who supports Manches-
ter United, John who likes to windsurf and John they 
had a really enjoyable night out with! Of course, at 
the end of the day, make sure you don’t take it too 
far, you still need to get the work done as well. ▄

F.O.R.M.

Why do we keep confusing everyone 
with technical names?
By Gojko Adzic

I’m currently working on a book that presents 50+ 
case studies of how teams apply agile acceptance 
testing practices in different contexts. While work-
ing on the manuscript, I ran into the same problem 
we often have when writing automated acceptance 
tests and specifications. The terminology has to be 
consistent to make sense, but we don’t necessarily 
see that until we write things down and look at them 
as a whole. This is exactly why I push people to 
write things down on whiteboards when collaborat-
ing on acceptance tests. Putting all these interviews 
in a book opened my eyes to how inconsistent and 
how inappropriate our process descriptions are.
 The practitioners of agile acceptance test-
ing (and any other name you can give this thing) 
have traditionally been very guilty of using techni-
cal terms to confuse both ourselves and everyone 
else who tries to implement these practices. I have 
to take my share of the blame for this as well. Many 
people use different names for the same thing and 
the same names for different things. It was hard for 
me to make the story consistent in the book, but I 
cannot even imagine how hard it is for

someone who has never heard of any of these ideas 
before to make sense of them.
 If we want to get business users more in-
volved, which is one of the key goals of these practic-
es, we have to use the right names for the right things 
and stop confusing people. For example, when we 
say “Continuous Integration” in the context of agile 
acceptance testing, we don’t really mean running in-
tegration tests. So why use that term, and then have 
to explain how acceptance tests are different from 
integration tests? Until I started using Specification 
Workshops as the name for a collaborative meeting 
about acceptance tests, it was very hard to convince 
business users to participate. But a simple change in 
naming made the problem go away. By using better 
names, we can avoid a lot of completely meaningless 
discussions and get people started on the right path 
straight away.
 A popular approach in the community is to 
use the name of a practice or tool to describe a part 
of the process. Feature Injection is a good example 
- it is a popular name for extracting the scope of a 
project from the business goals. But Feature Injec-
tion is just one technique to do that, and there are 
alternative ways to achieve the same goal. In order to 

talk about what different teams do in different con-
texts we need a higher-level concept that includes all 
those practices. A good name describes the expected 
outcome and clearly points to the key differentiating 
element in this set of practices.
 In the case of Feature Injection and similar 
practices, the outcome is a scope for a project or a 
milestone and the key differentiator from the other 
ways of defining the scope is that we focus on the 
business goals. So I propose that we talk about “De-
riving Scope from Goals”.
 One of the biggest issues teams have with 
agile acceptance testing is who should write what 
and when. So we need a good name that clearly 
says that everyone should be involved, and that this 
needs to happen before developers start developing 
and testers start testing, because we want to use ac-
ceptance tests as a target for development. Test-first 
is a good technical name for it, but business users 
don’t get it and it does not insist on collaboration. I 
propose we talk about “Specifying Collaboratively” 
instead of “test-first” or “writing acceptance tests”.
 Another big problem with the process that 
many teams have is how much coverage to aim  
Continued on next page
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Continued from page 7
for with the tests. If we just talk about automating 
functional testing, it sounds quite normal to put ev-
ery single numerical possibility into the tests. Why 
wouldn’t we do it if the test is automated, it costs 
nothing? Acceptance tests are an important commu-
nication tool. Complex tests are unusable for com-
munication. Instead of writing functional tests, let’s 
talk about “Illustrating using Examples”. This clearly 
says that we are demonstrating how a feature should 
work and specifying it with concrete examples. Let’s 
not talk about the output of that as any set of values, 
let’s talk about “Key Examples”, to point out that we 
only want enough to explain the context properly.
 If we just talk about acceptance testing then 
it is very hard to explain why people shouldn’t just 
dump complicated 50-column 100-row tables with 
examples into an acceptance test without any expla-
nation? It is going to be tested by a machine anyway. 
But the tests we write are for humans as well as ma-
chines. We need to make it clear that key examples are 
raw material, like raw diamonds. They are valuable 
but not nearly as much as when they are cut down to a 
size that is easy to sell and polished. There is a step in 
the process that is often taken implicitly and not really 
discussed, straight after specifying collaboratively, 
where we extract the minimal set of attributes and ex-
amples to specify a business rule, add a title, descrip-
tion and so on. I propose we call this step “Refining 
the Specification”.
 The result of this refinement is at the same 
time a specification, a definition of done, an accep-
tance test and a functional regression test for later. I 
don’t want to call this an “acceptance test”, because 
it makes it very hard to justify why this document 
needs to stay in domain language, be readable and 
easily accessible. There is a completely different 
argument around whether these checks are there to 
automatically accept software or to automatically re-
ject the code that doesn’t satisfy the requirements. 
(http://www.developsense.com/blog/2010/08/accep-
tance-tests-lets-change-the-title-too/). I propose we 
call the result of this refining step a “Specification 
with Examples”, which immediately points to the 
fact that it needs to be based on examples but also 
that it contains more than just raw data. Calling this 
artefact a “specification” makes it obvious that ev-
eryone should care about it and that it needs to be 
easy to understand. Not calling it a test will make the 
business users more interested, and it also avoids the 
‘test or check’ problem from the context-driven test-
ing language.
 I just don’t want to spend any more time 
arguing with people who already paid a license for 
QTP that it is completely unusable for acceptance 
tests. As long as we talk about test automation, there 
is always going to be a push to use whatever horrible 
contraption companies already use for automation, 
because it is logical to managers that their teams use 
a single tool for test automation. Agile acceptance 
testing and BDD tools don’t compete with QTP or 
tools like that: they address a completely different 
problem. They facilitate collaboration. Instead of 
talking about test automation, let’s talk about auto-
mating a specification without distorting any infor-
mation or  “Automating Literally”. The fact that we 
need to automate literally should help to avoid the 
horror of scripting and using technical libraries di-

rectly in test specifications. If it’s literal, it should 
look as it looked on the whiteboard, it should not be 
translated to Selenium commands.
 After the specifications are automated liter-
ally, we can then execute them to validate the sys-
tem. In effect, we get “Executable Specifications”.
 We want to check all the specifications fre-
quently to make sure that the system still does what 
it is supposed to do and, equally importantly, check 
that the specifications still describe what the system 
does. If we call this “regression testing”, it’s very 
hard to explain to teams that they should not add 
five million other test cases to a previously nice, 
small and focused specification. If we talk about 
“continuous integration”, then we get into prob-
lems explaining why these tests should not always 
be end-to-end and check the whole system. For 
some legacy systems we need to run acceptance 
tests against a live, deployed environment, which 
again confuses the integration-test terminology. 
Technical integration tests run before deployment, 
but executable specifications sometimes have to 
run after deployment. So let’s not talk about regres-
sion testing or continuous integration.  Instead let’s 
talk about “Validating Frequently”.
 The long term pay-off from the whole pro-
cess comes from having reference documentation on 
what the system does that is as relevant as the code it-
self, but much easier to read. That makes development 
and testing much more efficient long term, facilitates 

collaboration with business users, avoids the problem 
of outdated tests, leads to an alignment of software 
design and business models and just makes every-
one’s work much easier. But to do this, the reference 
documentation really has to be relevant, it has to be 
maintained, it has to be consistent internally and with 
code. We should not have silos of tests that use terms 
we had three years ago, and those we used a year ago, 
and so on. Going back and updating tests is a very 
hard thing to sell to busy teams, but going back to 
update documentation after a big change is expected. 
So let’s not talk about folders filled with hundreds of 
tests, let’s talk about a “Living Documentation” sys-
tem. Such a term makes it much easier to explain why 
things should be self-explanatory, why business users 
need access to it as well and why it has to be properly 
organized so that things are easy to find.
 At the end, there is still the question of what 
to call this whole thing. Using “Agile Acceptance 
Testing” or “Acceptance Test Driven Development” 
doesn’t make sense any more if we call the primary 
artefacts specifications instead of tests. I decided 
to use the name “Specification by Example” in the 
book, and hope that you will start using that name 
too. The names for these process patterns should 
create a mental model that actually points out the 
important things and reduces the confusion instead 
of making things even more difficult for everyone. 
Talking about specifications instead of tests requires 
a lot less explaining and persuasion. ▄
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“All our #testing should be exploratory.” I agree; and all our checking should be scripted. http://bit.ly/gl0gn0 #softwaretesting
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By Simon Morley

I have a problem with ‘quality’ - not quality, but ‘qual-
ity’ - the word, especially in the test-specific domain. 
Why? It’s a word and concept that has so much prim-
ing for different people that (1) It means different 
things (as a concept) to different groupings; (2) There 
are so many preconceptions about the word quality 
that there is a bias - of different gradations - amongst 
people that think or talk about it. In fact you almost 
have to think extra hard or be extra clear to even dis-
cuss the concept of quality. So, why do we even need 
to discuss it?
 My personal opinion is that the ‘quality’ of 
something is relative to the expectations placed, at-
tached or foisted upon it. In the testing arena we’re 
often dealing with them all the time - realistic, unre-
alistic and partially-formed expectations - both re-
lated to a product and the activity of testing.
 Suppose I ponder over a problem (e.g. a re-
quirement specification) and produce a whole range 
of relevant questions that catch potential issues in 
the design. Someone might think of that thinking/
input as high/good quality or that the thinking/input 
met (or even exceeded) their expectations of me. 
Which is it? Does it matter? Is one form slightly less 
ambiguous than the other? I think so...

Objective vs Subjective Ratings

In some senses it’s a ranking or rating compared to 
some expectation. Are there any non-testing areas 
that try to rate quality?
 Look at rankings for international football 
teams - if one team is ranked above another then 
they might be expected to be “better”. The football 
rating system tries to be objective - it just goes on 
the result, the relative strength of the opponent, the 
regional strength of the team, in competition or a 
friendly - but it’s still a model with limited usage. 
It aids seeding for competitions. It doesn’t tell you 
about the teams that are attractive to watch or distin-
guish those that grind out a 1-0 win (scoring a goal 
and then playing with 11 in defence) - it can’t that’s 
an emotional element, even if an independent spec-
tator might find that to be useful information. Prob-
lematical? 
 Look at hotel (or restaurant) star ratings 
- they are judged against some criteria. This rat-
ing is intended to give a quality rating or stamp on 
the establishment - but this is mainly an individual 
judgement (someone inspects according to some 
guideline) - what if the inspector had a bad day - was 
coming down with a cold for instance, what if the 
hotel/restaurant had a bad day, what if they had an 
unusually good day? Problematical?
 So, if someone talks about quality assur-
ance, assistance or control do we have any common 

ground, “objectivity” even? Do we have “enough” 
common ground? I’d suggest that common ground 
varies from industry application to industry appli-
cation, and varies a good deal even within a given 
industry application (maybe not the niche or highly 
controlled ones, e.g. some areas of defence research.)
 So, talking about quality is problematical. I 
sometimes think I’m going to get caught by the QI 
(Quality Inquisition)!

A: Of course I know what quality is.
Me: Oh, I didn’t expect the Quality Inquisition.
QI #1: Nobody expects the quality inquisition! 
Our chief definition is value!
QI #2: ... to some person.
QI #1: Yes, our 2-point definition of quality is (1) 
value - (2) to some person!
QI #2: ... that matters and has the right authority.
QI #1: Yes, our 3-point definition of quality is (1) 
value - (2) to some person - (3) that matters and 
has the right authority!
QI #2: ... in some situation or context.
QI #1: OK, our 4-point definition of quality is (1) 
value - (2) to some person - (3) that matters and 
has the right authority - (4) in some situation or 
context!
QI #2: ... at some moment in time.
QI #1: Oh, I’ll come in again...

Me: Can’t we talk about the colours of testing instead?

OK, so I find quality usage problematical. There’s 
a lack of common ground. Does this mean we 
need some pseudo-objectivity. A standard perhaps? 
Noooo!
 I like Jerry Weinberg’s form of the quality 
definition, “quality is value to some person” - this 
emphasises the inherently subjective nature of the 
word ‘quality’, and that highlights the problem with 
using ‘quality’ in any generalized sense.
 To me it’s more important to understand the 
expectations of the customer/stakeholder. This is re-
ally saying the same thing without using the word 
“quality” - and that’s important as it’s the word 
‘quality’ which immediately allows people to be 
primed (subconsciously) by the word and start think-
ing along a certain line, remembering a certain expe-
rience or living a certain bias.
 Yes, the concept of quality (within testing) is 
problematical and thus I try to avoid it.
 In a really unfortunate world some might 
equate the ‘quality’ of the testing to the ‘quality’ of 
the product. I’ve heard about activities securing qual-
ity - the trouble is that this sometimes comes from 
testers – the testers can possibly secure the quality 
of their testing and input into the product - believing 
anything else is just playing with expectations.
 So, no common ground with the word 

quality - in the testing domain - and no desire for a 
standardized definition. Then how do we compare 
(or talk to each other about) our testing activities 
without using the ‘q’ word? Well, do we need to 
compare? If we want to talk about testing without 
using ‘quality’ I’d say it’s very easy, and poten-
tially much more precise.

What to use then?

When asked about my testing, and if I really need 
to describe the detail, I say it produces a subjective 
assessment of the product, under certain conditions 
(some or all of which may be specified by the stake-
holder) which may be environmental, time and third-
party related. My testing story (reporting) will de-
scribe the findings (under said conditions) and also 
talk about the silent evidence of testing - what was 
excluded, not considered or not covered. This pic-
ture will be one piece of the puzzle in a ship/release 
decision for the stakeholder.
 If someone asks about it being subjective I’ll 
explain to them how my modelling of the problem 
space means that I’m making an interpretation of 
the product and my way of testing it - as opposed to 
those coding the product and their modelling of the 
problem - if there’s an issue with that piece of termi-
nology let’s just say “it produces an assessment ...”.
 All of this might fall somewhere into a proj-
ect or organisation’s “quality plan”. (The quality 
plan, if one exists, doesn’t usually describe the test 
strategy or test plan, if those exist ;-).) But this is 
usually an easier way to talk about quality in a proj-
ect or organisation - because there is usually a very 
fixed view of what quality is. Then I can talk about 
quality (which is not necessarily talking about test-
ing) as I know what and who I’m dealing with, and I 
don’t mix in my usage of quality (if I need to use the 
word) with my testing.

Distinction?

So, maybe the distinction I’m looking for is the use 
of the word ‘quality’ within a testing-specific do-
main as opposed to use outside a testing-specific do-
main. It’s the use within the test-domain that can be 
problematical - outside the test-domain people have 
usually gone to the trouble of saying how they have 
defined their quality concepts, plans and processes 
(whether they do it consistently or not, or even to a 
good-enough level, is another matter.) This is fine 
(in a containment respect) and means I can generally 
avoid using the word “quality” within my testing-
specific domain. Not using the word is, I believe, 
adding value to my testing activity. ▄

‘Quality’ No More 
               Problems with the Q-word in the testing-domain
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An Update from The Software Testing Club

A Developer actually thanked me for spotting a critical bug the other day... What would you do in that situation? #softwaretesting 
#testing by @brownie490

By Rosie Sherry

We like to keep busy at The Software Testing Club.  
Here is a summary of what we have been up to...

CAST, EuroSTAR and ExpoQA

We’ve been doing our bit for software testing con-
ferences this year. For CAST 2010 Anne-Marie 
did a fab job of writing up a couple of reviews 
(http://bit.ly/stccast2010) of the event.
 This was quickly followed by a competi-
tion to win a ticket to EuroSTAR 2010.  As we love 
cartoons and monsters so much at STC, we tasked 
people to come up with an idea of a EuroSTAR 
monster, we then tasked our designer to put to-
gether the character together in a professional way 
:)  The winner was Jesper Lindholt Ottosen and the 
resulting EuroSTAR monster is this scary thing!
 Then came the ExpoQA competition 
[http://bit.ly/bnLK2a].  A testing conference in 
sunny Spain where people were asked to state via 
the social web why they wanted to go to lovely 
sunny Spain for a top notch conference AND have 
their hotel and food expenses paid.  
 The decision was hard, though the winner 
(Andy Glover) definitely deserved it.  He is probably 

better known as the ‘Cartoon Tester’ [http://cartoon-
tester.blogspot.com/].

Software Testing Club progress...!

Recently we’ve done a software testing job board 
[http://feeds.softwaretestingclub.com/].  We are tri-
alling the concept out to see how it goes.  It is free to 
post at the moment and the jobs are flowing in - so 
definitely worth checking out.
 We continue to maintain our Tester Feeds 
[http://feeds.softwaretestingclub.com/], which is also 
visible on the right hand column of our main website.
 The Crowd [http://thecrowd.softwaretest-
ingclub.com/] is slowly moving along.  Not been 
pushing it heavily as we are keen to get things right 
and adapt before deciding exactly how to move for-
ward.  Which on that topic - we will be changing a 
few things.  So keep your eyes peeled!
 And of course the beast of The Testing Planet 
keeps us very busy!  Don’t forget to tell your friends 
about us!
 If you want to keep up to date 
with all the latest then do check out 
the STC blog! [http://blog.software-
testingclub.com] we have even more 
great content coming out soon! ▄

Wasssupp?!

http://bit.ly/stccast2010
http://bit.ly/bnLK2a
http://cartoontester.blogspot.com
http://cartoontester.blogspot.com
http://feeds.softwaretestingclub.com
http://feeds.softwaretestingclub.com
http://thecrowd.softwaretestingclub.com
http://thecrowd.softwaretestingclub.com
http://blog.softwaretestingclub.com
http://blog.softwaretestingclub.com
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The

Cartoon
Corner

If you are interested in taking my job @atomicobject please contact me. I can train you if you hurry \(^.^)/ #softwaretesting #job 
#qa @MelBugai
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By Arik Aharoni

As Cloud Computing gains momentum, the testing in-
dustry is going through an overall change. While small 
and mid-size vendors were the first to understand the 
full potential Cloud services offer, large corporations 
remained on the sidelines. Now, there is growing evi-
dence that big players are “testing” the water as they 
realize they have no other choice. 
 But, while the direction is clear and change is 
inevitable, software-testing application vendors need to 
take new measures to assure that the transition is car-
ried out smoothly.  
 A recent report by TechNavio Insights indi-
cates that Cloud-based applications are becoming the 
trend of the software market. The study claims that in 
reality, the testing market has already been transformed 
into a Cloud-based market. This is emphasized by the 
fact that giants such as IBM and CSS Corp are already 
actively using Cloud-based testing.
 The authors note that companies are invest-
ing significantly in building competence in various 
specialized testing services including: Enterprise Re-
source Planning (ERP) testing, Web-based applica-
tion testing, Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) 
testing, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) testing, wire-
less and mobile technologies testing, and more. The 
report concludes that, “as the domain of software ap-
plication development is increasing significantly, so 
is the need for testing the specialized applications.”  

SaaS, TaaS and PaaS

Cloud Computing services relate to the testing industry 
in several ways, including SaaS, TaaS (Testing-as-a-
Service) and PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service, on demand 
application development platform). Many companies, 
including large ones, that understand the significance of 
the Cloud revolution, intend to benefit from the newly 
created opportunities and adjust their services to con-
form to this new form.
 Companies are already introducing new of-
ferings specifically designed to be used as over-the-
Net, such as SaaS and Cloud applications. This al-
lows companies to constantly upgrade and change 
the selected application and adjust it to the market’s 
needs and come out with new versions much faster. 
My own company, Testuff, is releasing an updated 
version on a monthly basis for years, and many other 
companies are doing the same. This allows you to 
quickly respond to your client’s needs, without the 
need for time-consuming installations. Obviously, 
customers are showing less willingness to pay what 
they used to in advance for software and then to add 
servers, employees to maintain them, yearly appli-
cation maintenance licenses, upgrades, and so on. 
These clients are right. Why should they? Why pay 
more if you can subscribe rather than buy, pay for 
usage only rather than commit? And all this, while 
avoiding the hassle associated with installations.

From Hardware to Software

As companies seek to improve their services, many 
firms, including large companies operating in tradition-

al industries, have begun using Cloud computing for 
testing purposes. 
 In a recent interview, Juniper Network’s 
Asia-Pacific enterprise architect Greg Bunt cited 
large Singaporean enterprises, mainly from the fi-
nancial industry, that use the Cloud to simulate big 
loads on their applications. 
 The widespread adoption of Cloud com-
puting services started with hardware, but quickly 
spread to software, and specifically to software 
testing. This is evident from a close examination 
of the tools currently available online including: 
test management tools, bug trackers, automation 
testing, mobile unit virtualization, project manage-
ment, and many others.
 The transition to Cloud-based testing can 
reduce costs and improve overall quality, but it also 
poses some serious challenges. Software testing ap-
plication vendors, for example, will have to ensure 
that they are capable of providing the same quality 
standards as those offered by “regular” apps.
 Clearly, security needs to improve as well, 
and performance and availability must be superb. 
The challenge for the entire testing industry is huge, 
even without mentioning the different approach to 
the service (including support, upgrades and on-
going maintenance) these vendors must adopt.
 Unlike installed solutions, the ease of 
switching from one solution provider to another in 
the Cloud area will force vendors to raise their stan-
dards - at least those who wish to continue and be 
part of the market. Continued at top of next page ►

Cloud Computing Heralds  
Bright Future for Software Testing 
The adoption of Cloud Computing services promises to revolutionize the software testing industry, 
turning it into a more efficient and customer-friendly market

By Sean P. Morley

As Test Engineers it is easy to get so mired in the flotsam and jetsam of our 
daily tasks that it affects our judgment as to the severity of a bug, the priority of 
a fix, or what really constitutes a problem. I find a useful exercise to help regain 
perspective is to examine a case outside of your typical domain.
 A couple of years ago one of the major manufacturers of contact lens 
products reformulated their overnight cleaning solution. The new solution in-
troduced a filming agent that would coat the lens, keeping it feeling slick and 
moist and more comfortable in the eye. Continued at bottom of next page ♦

Contact Testing
Better Test Offers a Solution: How a contact lens 
fiasco provides insights into software test

very nice read. RT @PeteWalen: New Blog Post: http://bit.ly/giN08l Not the Happy Path #testing #softwaretesting #qa 
by @darren_mcmillan

www.testyengineer.com
mailto:seansync@gmail.com
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reportinfo.asp?cat_id=0&report_id=1238221&q=Global%20Software%20Testing%20Services%20Market&p=1
http://business.asiaone.com/Business/Tech%2BSense/Story/A1Story20100914-237078.html
http://bit.ly/giN08l
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►                   Customers’ Heaven

The Cloud revolution brings with it golden opportunities 
for customers. They will be offered much better solutions 
that are easier to manage, as well as improved services - 
all this with competitive pricing. The potential for cus-
tomers is huge. For example, TaaS solutions will enable 
companies to re-size their testing teams on a need-basis, 
and significantly reduce costs. Additionally, they will be 
able to hire many testers at short notice for a limited time, 
allowing them to carry out much faster tests. 
 We believe there will be vendors offering solu-
tions comprised of a combination of community access 
(testers) and products (testing platforms and solutions).
 The future of software testing is bright. Since 
being recognized in the past few years as an important 
part of the development effort, testers are already seen 
as an integral part of project teams, participating in all 
of the project’s different phases. 
 This marks the last stage in the evolution of the 
software testing industry. Over the years, companies 

have gradually acknowledged the importance of testing 
and the whole field has become much more acknowl-
edged. Testing professionals are currently involved in 
the whole development process, closely involved in all 
stages, thus turning them into an integral part of the de-
velopment team.

New Tools and Users 

Another outcome of the current trend is that the intro-
duction of Cloud-based testing will lead to an improve-
ment in tools quality. In the current cloud environment, 
many advanced testing tools are being offered, includ-
ing automation tools, bug trackers and test manage-
ment tools.
 We have also witnessed the overall growth of 
the software testing field. The introduction of SaaS and 
Cloud allows many small companies, which previously 
couldn’t afford to run tests on a regular or even an ad-
hoc basis, the opportunity to benefit from a full and 
orderly process. Companies that refrained from testing 

in the past and even those that tested without a clear 
methodology can now use SaaS applications, even for a 
limited time. The ability to easily change the number of 
licenses (subscriptions) helps these companies to adjust 
their expenses to their exact needs at any time. At Tes-
tuff for example we see about 40% of customers adding 
(or removing) subscriptions at least once a quarter.
 The development of crowdsourcing has opened 
immense opportunities for a large number of companies 
to start enjoying the benefits of testing at affordable pric-
es leading to an overall growth of the market.
 In the future, the trend will intensify even 
further and a growing number of companies will 
perform (easier and cheaper) testing, increasing the 
number of tests, using Cloud-based solutions for the 
testing process. 
 As with any other revolution, the change will 
be painful for some and even devastating for others, but 
those that will adjust quickly and explore the emerging 
opportunities stand to benefit from this new and excit-
ing period. ▄

♦ But there were some not-so-obvious strings attached. The solution left a persis-
tent film in the case where you soaked your lenses, which could harbour bacteria. 
As a sanitary measure the manufacturer recommended that the case be rinsed and 
left open to dry between uses. Oh, and did I mention that the disinfectant in the 
solution was slightly less effective on bacteria not typically found in the eye? That 
means you really needed to wash your hands extra well so as not to introduce any 
bacteria – but everyone knows to wash their hands before touching their contacts, 
right? This was explained in the printed material included with the solution.
 So where is the problem? First, people are notoriously lax about washing 
their hands, particularly when part of a mundane daily task. And who reads the 
instructions that come with contact lens solution, especially when you have been 
using it for years? So countless users, including myself, rinsed their cases and 
closed them back up, coated inside with a moist film from the solution. Eventual-
ly, some contaminant makes it way past the pre-scrub, gets into the case, survives 
the mediocre disinfection, and takes up residence in the film coating, like some 
lab experiment in the agar in a Chemistry lab Petri dish. Here it flourishes until it 
gets transferred to the user’s eye. Reports of eye infections among users shot up. 
The manufacturer eventually issued a recall and dropped the new formula.

 But what does that have to do with software products and testing? I be-
lieve the analysis can offer us some applicable lessons.

1. Documentation doesn’t fix bugs.

Was this really a product problem? Well, a seemingly reasonable usage scenario 
(storing the lens case closed between cleanings) that was acceptable with the pre-
vious version could now cause serious problems with the new version. In the 
software world, unless this was clearly and completely dealt with in the spec, I 
say file that as a bug and let the team review it. So how did the company deal with 
it? The solution usage instructions were changed. Really? An important usage 
change with potentially dangerous implications if not followed, and it got buried 
in the fine print on the insert. Technically correct, but effectively bogus.
 When testers find that “it breaks when I do this,” the answer of last resort 
should be to simply document “don’t do that.” We know customers generally 
don’t read the documentation.

Continued on next page

Folks, you need to read this! RT @steveo1967 The Human Element http://bit.ly/g7Le4X #testing #softwaretesting #automation 
#sapience @lynn_mckee
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Continued from page 15
Lesson 1:  If you really need to warn, do it effectively.

Considering our contact lens case, a mention in the usage instructions seems 
wholly insufficient. The risk involved would dictate more effort be applied to 
deliver this information to the customer. Perhaps a separate insert in the box or a 
warning label on the bottle with large type saying: “WARNING: To prevent risk 
of infection clean lens container and store open to dry between uses.” Maybe in-
clude a new case with the solution, with the warning written on the case. The point 
is, they should have made a reasonable effort to ensure their customers actually 
saw the notice. 
 Let’s again consider software. I am fortunate to work with a very reasonable 
and experienced set of Development and Quality Engineers and Product Managers, 
who realize that the means to our success is to make our customers successful. We 
found on one occasion that a version upgrade of the server would require that end 
users refresh their client browser. We decided to add a final step to the upgrade in-
structions that the tool administrators notify their end users to refresh the browser 
cache. These users were unlikely to see any documentation that we would provide, 
but the tool administrators generally read our upgrade README. They would be in 
the best position to warn their users. In another case the upgrade of certain legacy data 
involved several steps which had to be performed correctly in order to avoid data loss. 

We decided to educate our Field Engineers on the process, and have them contact their 
affected customers and walk them through it as needed. The importance of this data to 
these customers, and the consequence of its loss, justified the extra effort.

2. Product development cannot dictate usage

This might be a radical concept, but we cannot make our customers do what we 
tell them with the products we sell them. We can define supported usage, and sug-
gest use models. And we are obligated to report known limitations and problematic 
applications. But customers will find ways to use our software we never expected.
 While I don’t know what really went on internally at the solution manu-
facturer, it reminds me of what can happen when developers control the testing 
process. They tend to test for what they expect to happen, in the way they expect 
the tool to be used. What problems might result if a wet film were left in a lens 
case for days or weeks? Not a concern, since the instructions say to let the case 
dry daily. How effective is the solution against the evolving myriad of bacteria the 
user might encounter? Well, if perfect hygiene is assumed, they need only con-
sider those typically found in the eye. (The company was actually cited for using 
a bacterial sample set which had not been updated in over ten years.) 

Lesson 2:  Know your users! Test with realistic scenarios - Continued at top of next page ► 

By John Stevenson

There have been a few articles over the past few years 
speculating what the future of testing could be like 
such as Applabs white paper discussing the changing 
role of the software tester, Cem Kaner’s interesting set 
of slides which looks at how the approaches used by 
software testers are changing from v model and water-
fall to exploratory, while Sergey Lesnikov talked about 
outsourcing and the value testers will add in the future I 
even did a brief blog on the age range of software tester.
 I think it would be a good start to explain a 
little about myself, I have been in the business of IT 
for over 24 years a fair few of them in software test-
ing, I have been a employee and a contractor over these 
years, and I have seen many changes, good and bad.
  What would I think as a professional tester if I 

travelled from 1990 to today?
 So if I was armed with my DeLorean (*) and 
could go “Back to the Future” I wonder what I would 
find? * For our younger readers who have no idea what 
I am on about please have a look at reference  for more 
information.
 In some respects not a great deal has changed 
with regards to the methods and approaches we follow 
when creating tests. We still follow the same boundary, 
edge case routines that have been instilled in us from 
reading great books such as “The Art of software test-
ing by Glenford Myers” (my testing bible) and more re-
cently “A Practitioner’s Guide to Software Test Design 
and Lee Copeland” .
  I find it amazing when I address fellow pro-
fessional testers how many of them have not read any 
books on software testing.  It is such a shame, maybe it 

is an age thing and my generation did not have the web 
and depended on bookstores to keep us up to date with 
the latest trends.
  In the good/bad old days you would spend 
months and months writing a test strategy, a test plan 
and then lots of manual test scripts.  If you were really 
lucky you would get involved in a cutting edge proto-
type project in which there was no major upfront plan-
ning, just a lot of playing, experimenting and tinker-
ing (exploring!) with the rough and ready product.  I 
remember working on a few of these types of projects 
and having a great time and feeling I was achieving 
lots.  Pity that people looked down on these projects 
and how they worked, the bean counters needed their 
numbers.
 Everything was extremely regimented and 
processes must be followed, without question or, in 
some cases, without thought.  Testing was seen as an 
inferior career choice left to those not good enough to 
be a programmer or to a junior programmer so they 
could cut their teeth.  Within the companies I worked 
for there was no such thing as a professional tester. It 
was only later I would discover that there were great 
people writing great articles about software testing such 
as Jerry Weinberg and Cem Kaner to name a couple.
 As a tester it could be an easy way to make 
money, you could, as a contractor, spend months and 
months writing test plans which you know would never 
be used and get paid very well. Was I ever guilty of 
this? I can imagine a lot of people who are reading this 
are smiling and nodding their head in agreement.
  Year 2000 came and went without a bang or 
major bug, wow, what a way to earn lots of money 
as a tester. Then the agile movement started to really 
take off, or as some testers with closed minds put it, 
the “The get rid of testers development method”. I saw 
this method as a great way to become flexible in how 
we worked and how we could as testers work more 
closely with programmers and customers - the utopia 
of software development.  As many of us now know, 
the expectation of agile and how it was implemented 
frustrated lots of people.  The mis-information about 
the need for testers and that we had no role in software 
development was rife.   It is thanks to the agile mani-
festo that I       Continued at bottom of next page ♦ 

Carnival of Testers #16 #softwaretesting #testing http://bit.ly/heZM8Q by @YorkyAbroad

http://bit.ly/heZM8Q
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► An experienced Test Engineer knows when to put the spec aside and 
exercise the product as their customers will. Talk to Field, Application, 
and Customer Support Engineers and find out how customers use the tools. 
(Helping out with customer tickets can provide invaluable experience.) 
What environments do they work in? What size and type of data sets do 
they use? Your personal shoe catalogue might make a fine smoke test, but 
does not compare to the 237,415 doohickeys tracked in the Acme Tool 
inventory. 

3. Prioritize problems

Every software release cycle is an exercise in balance and compromise. Within 
the allotted time the team must accomplish not only the development and test 
of new features, but also the fix and verification of problems found. But not all 
problems will be found, and not all found problems will be fixed. How do you 
prioritize which problems to address? How does the irksome misspelling on the 
GUI panel compare to that messy crash you found, or the potential silent corrup-
tion waiting for just the right conditions?

Lesson 3:  Use Risk Management

The decision whether to fix a problem/bug becomes an exercise in risk manage-
ment. You weigh the cost of the fix versus the risk, where risk is defined as the 
likelihood the problem will occur times the cost if it does. Risk is a primary con-
cern with any medical product. The potential for acute eye infection should have 
motivated our lens solution manufacturer to address their issues more decisively. 
While data loss cannot compare to vision loss, risk management can be a very 
useful bug assessment tool for software.
 Consider that messy crash you found. Well, if it only occurs on February 
29th of a leap year when 500 people with the same name log on simultaneously 
– then the Development Manager may be justified in postponing that fix in favor 
of others. The silent data corruption that can occur under unusual conditions? If 
your product is a data management tool, such a problem could have a devastating 
effect on company credibility, and hence sales. Fix it. And what about that typo 
on the GUI panel? Though superficial, the risk is to your company’s professional 
image. Since the repair cost is so low, that fix would be high on the list (higher 
than a similar typo buried in the documentation).
 I may have some details wrong in the story of our lens solution manufac-
turer, or misrepresented the company’s actions or motivations. But if we take the 
story as a parable, we can see that some of the paradigms we follow in test are 
universal, regardless of the object under test. ▄

 ♦ started to read  about great people such as Kent Beck 
and Brian Marick which in turn managed to introduce 
me to the writing of: Cem Kaner, James Bach and Mi-
chael Bolton along with numerous others.
  As I tester I have always tried to keep my skills 
up to date and fresh by learning bits about program-
ming languages and trying to understand the subtle dif-
ferences.  In the early noughties to do this you had to 
go to conferences, workshops, or use email, the web 
was just starting to take off.  There was no such thing as 
social networking or twittering.  To do that you had to 
go and meet people – how scary is that?
 I was not a programmer nor did ever want to 
be one.  My mind is not fixed on being creative in a 
constructive way. I’m more creative in taking things 
apart and trying to work out how it works.  So I have 
learned lots of different ways to code, badly I must add, 
in Java, Python, JavaScript, Visual Basic etc
 So I then found myself being an automated 
tester because I could do a bit of code, oh dear, that 
was such a bad thing. It was one of the most depress-
ing times as a tester I ever had. Someone would come 

and give me some test cases they wanted automating, I 
would automate them and they would become part of 
the regression suite.  
 This set of ‘tests’ (Yes, I will get on to auto-
mation checking and testing but that is in the future.) 
would then need to be maintained which took up so 
much of my time since the product was ever changing 
due to working in an agile way. Any new tests requiring 
automation would not be done since the old tests kept 
failing and needed re-coding.  I did not stick with this 
for very long.  
 I was very interested in the TDD method of 
working and thinking back now, what I was automating 
was done far too late in the development cycle.  Hind-
sight is such a wonderful thing.
 So agile came and is still here and in my opin-
ion has made one of the greatest impacts on the soft-
ware development community for good and bad. We 
now have people arguing on what is agile and what is 
not agile.  I am from the school if the approach you are 
using works for you then where is the problem?
 All of sudden certification started to appear. 

In the UK they became known as ISEB. This soon be-
came the defacto way to become recognized as a soft-
ware testing professional.  I pondered for a moment at 
the syllabus and thought what value this would add to 
my knowledge?  Did I need a refresher in static testing, 
test planning etc?  
 I considered certifications may be useful to have 
in the future but they seemed to offer nothing more than 
I already knew from working in the field.  Oh again that 
wonderful thing called hindsight.  A couple of years ago 
a big debate grew up around certification at the Eurostar 
conference in Sweden.  Michael Bolton decided to give 
his view on why he did not like certification.  
 It made me think more and more about this 
and how as a profession, we can recognize our skills 
and talent.  Answering multi-choice questions is in my 
opinion, not an effective way of doing that.  I would 
hope that by working with more and more people in the 
testing community they will be able to vouch for my 
abilities or lack of them rather than a piece of paper that 
says I got 90% from a multi-choice exam.
Continued on next page

Help Chandru

Chandrasekhar B N is a 26 year was working as a software tester while doing his MS (Manipal University) 
part time. He was passionate about testing and wanted to be a wonderful tester. He was detected with Blood 
cancer (Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia - with Ph+ve) in October. Chandrashekar is the sole bread earner in 
the family. His mother is a housewife and his 21 year old brother is a student, too. Doctors have prescribed 
chemotherapy and bone marrow transplant at a cost of Rs. 8 lacs for chemotherapy + Rs. 10 lacs for Bone 
Marrow Transplant. As he is now getting treatment, with no income in the family, family members and 
friends are trying to gather funds for his treatment and daily expenses but are at the end of their resources. 
Please donate generously for this purpose. Please check the update section of the website (details below) for 
the current status of ChandraShekar’s condition. We update this section once in a couple of weeks.

Help Chandru Website: www.helpchandru.com

Chandrasekhar is detected with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL), a type 
of blood cancer. He is currently undergoing chemotherapy at HCG Bangalore, 
India. He has to undergo bone marrow transplant in some months.

Test cases are innocent, don’t execute them.. #dttip #testing #softwaretesting #qa by @testinggeek

www.twitter.com/testingclub
www.helpchandru.com
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By Phil Kirkham

This book is dangerous. As an ex-developer, reading this book had me thinking 
about writing programs again and what a loss to the testing industry that would be. 
 This book is dangerous. Developers reading this book are likely to de-
velop solid code. What will testers have to do if they can no longer find those silly 
easy to find bugs.
 This book is dangerous. Developers reading this book are likely to de-
velop code that is easy to change. How will testers earn their overtime if they 
don’t have long regression test cycles to run?
 The book describes the processes, design principles and tools the authors 
use to build software using Test-Driven Development. 

It’s divided into six parts:

1. Part I is the introduction and is a high-level introduction to TDD, mock ob-
jects and object oriented design

2. Part II is “the process of Test-Driven Development” which describes how to 
get started and to keep development going

3. Part III is “A worked example” and shows the authors going through the pro-
cess of building an application

4. Part IV is “Sustainable Test-Driven Development” which describes how to 
keep a system maintainable

5. Part V is Advanced Topics and examines the areas where TDD can be hard to 
do – for example persistence and concurrency

6. Part VI is the supporting material with details on jMock and Hamcrest

The book is aimed at developers so testers who don’t know object-oriented code 

and programming will struggle with this book. I wish this book had been out 
when I was programming. The book makes it clear that TDD is hard work;

Test-driven development can be unforgiving. Poor quality tests can slow de-
velopment to a crawl, and poor internal quality of the system being tested 
will result in poor quality tests. By being alert to the internal quality feedback 
we get from writing tests, we can nip this problem in the bud, long before 
our unit tests approach 1000 lines of code, and end up with tests we can live 
with. Conversely, making an effort to write tests that are readable and flexible 
gives us more feedback about the internal quality of the code we are testing. 
We end up with tests that help, rather than hinder, continued development.

But the payoffs are there – code that has internal as well as external quality. ▄

Continued from page 17 
 Around this time I started to pick up this buzz 
called exploratory testing, I started to find articles on
 it and read as much as I could.  I was surprised to see 
how far back the original ideas have been circulat-
ed.  Why had such important and groundbreaking con-
cept not got more recognition? This to me has been my 
‘eureka’ moment. It only happened a couple of years 
ago but it threw my thoughts about software testing up-
side down and is still doing so today.  To learn about 
an approach to software testing that is so natural and 
so right.  To meet so many people who wish to share 
this knowledge and be helpful and supportive has really 
opened my eyes to the current state of software testing. 
  We are now a community where everyone’s 
thoughts and ideas can be expressed in the digital world 
via blogs, email and twitter.  All of these new commu-
nication channels have changed the ways in which we 
can interact and communicate.  Instead of feeling alone 
and isolated we have a whole world of experts in dif-
ferent fields offering their advice and support. There are 
plenty of welcome distracters and people who like to 
cause a good argument.  I never say I am right on any-
thing and I love people to challenge what I say and do.
  What do I feel is the future of testing?  What 

is it going to be like in another 20 years?  Well I hope I 
will be about to retire and relax but I think I would still 
like to have some input and give back to a community 
to that has been so supportive of me.  Maybe I will be-
come a boring lecturer talking about the good old days 
of testing when you worked for a company rather than 
this crowd based new fangled way of testing.  It is so 
impersonal. 
 I wonder if I will be a grumpy old man? I 
think I could be one already; people say I moan a lot 
but that is normally because the software they just 
gave me crashed for the 1000th time.
 I think the future of software testing will be 
more community based with testers working and col-
laborating together to create the best approaches and 
ideas for testing.  This has already started happening 
with weekend testing in which groups of like minded 
individual communicate online and carry out a testing 
assignment over a weekend.  It was started by a group 
of bright testing indivuduals in Bangalore (Parimala 
Shankariah, Sharath Byregowda, Manoj Nair, Ajay 
Balamurugadas) and has now spread beyond India to 
Europe and hopefully in the future to the rest of the 
world. I feel there will be more of a focus of auto-
mation that aids exploratory testing rather than “let’s 

automate all the checks”.
 There is lots of talk about the future of test-
ing being done by Crowdsourcing.  I wonder if this 
will go the same way as outsourcing.  The further 
away the testers are from the development team the 
more likely there will be some misunderstandings and 
wrong assumptions.  It has taken years for developers 
and testers to work closely together and have discus-
sions about design and the way forward for a prod-
uct.  Working as a team and having mutual respect.  I 
do worry that Crowdsourcing will break that bond.  
 I like how agile has changed the way software 
development is done, bringing a lot more thoughtful 
automation and exploratory testing into the mix. Ex-
ploratory testing is changing the face of software test-
ing.
 You may ask why I think this.  Well until re-
cently I did not realize that I have been doing explor-
atory testing my entire testing career but back in the 
old days I just called it testing.  Now it has a name 
and has a set of experts wishing to share their knowl-
edge.  So if I have done it for the past 20 years why 
should I change now or in the future? 
 
If it isn’t broken why change it? ▄

Growing Object-Oriented 
Software Guided by Tests 
– A Book Review

RT @ewaldroodenrijs: New blog post “Create a complex test environment in 10 minutes”: http://bit.ly/fQFsNo #softwaretesting 
#cloudcomputing @Lubaia

http://bit.ly/fQFsNo
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By Luisa Baldaia

The company put some of us together in a team to assure 
the safety of the new trekking tour that would be used by 
tourists next spring. Our target was to ensure enough ad-
venture, a variety of wild animals to watch and, the most 
important, to guarantee that it would be safe for tourists. 
So we packed a lot of things: tools, maps, communica-
tions systems, appropriate equipment, etc. Everyone was 
excited; it was a good challenge for our team.
 Before leaving, the team leader met with us to 
explain our mission in detail. We would split in to three 
groups throughout the day and then get together at the 
end of the day as a whole, to share stories and compare 
notes. Each team had its own detailed plan. Nothing 
was missing: directions, check points, exact number of 
steps between check points, detailed expectations when 
interacting with the environment, clear descriptions of 
the wild animals we would find, the ones we should not 
find, estimated time to make each discovery and, finally, 
instructions to report any anomalies. “Nice test script! 
This should be an easy task to do.” – said one of my col-
leagues. I remember thinking “Nice scripts?! Did he say 
scripts? Funny guy”.
 The next day we started our trek following ev-
ery detail of the plan. Two weeks should be plenty of 
time to execute the plan as a whole. The first group was 
verifying the time needed to go from one check point to 
another, according to the requirements and information 
that we had. It was important to give the tourists the most 
reliable estimate we could; otherwise we couldn’t be sure 
they could reach check points before nightfall. Myfunny 
colleague was in this group and he kept saying strange 

things like “performance test is Ok” or “We should also 
do some stress tests”. I didn’t really understand what he 
was on about. 
 The second group was focusing on all the land-
marks the tourists should find and whether all coordi-
nates in the map were correct. I overheard a colleague 
asking another colleague in this group “Did you find any 
critical defects today?” – This was becoming very con-
fusing to me.
 The third group was looking for animals, the 
expected ones, and analyzing their behavior with people 
around them. I was in this group. “Any bugs so far?” he 
asked me. Bugs?! We were looking for animals, not bugs!

 Anyway, the job was going well, the two weeks 
were almost complete and we didn’t find any critical 
problems in maps or in coordinates. We found some 
problems with the landmarks which were all reported to 
the head office.
 My group also found all expected animals, ex-
cept one. All of them behaved in an acceptable way with 
humans. But something happened that was worrying us.  
One time we were following the trail and someone saw 
a shadow moving. We couldn’t identify it and could not 
investigate it because it wasn’t on our exact trail. Our 

The Bug Ben

plan was very precise about the trails, duration and what 
to expect. If we change direction we might not be able to 
get back to the trail very easily.  But the next day we saw 
the shadow again. It seemed to be an animal but it was 
very quick to hide itself. We reported the situation but 
didn’t know how to describe it.
 When the two weeks were complete we were 
still not satisfied because we could not explain the shad-
ow and how harmfully could it be.
 Back in the office the whole team discussed the 
results during a long meeting. The mystery of the shadow 
was the big issue. After some discussion, my colleague 
proposed “We should organize an exploration with the  
expectation that tourists may not follow our trail exactly. 
Some of them might try to adventure deep into the forest 
and we cannot guarantee their safety because we don’t 
know what can happen there. We must find the shadow. 
 I proposed an exploration with a small group 
without using maps, steps or expected behaviors. How-
ever, the members of the group must have a lot of experi-
ence of navigating in the jungle. They must also have ori-
entation skills, survival training and should explore using 
their intuition and experience as well as learning a lot 
more about the jungle”. In that moment everything made 
sense: “scripts”, “bugs”, “exploratory trekking(testing)”, 
everything he said.
 The next day, five of us set off. This time the 
trekking was different. We took an alternative way, with 
no highly defined trail.. We didn’t need much time to see 
the shadow again. But now we could get closer to get a 
better look. Behind a bush I saw something moving and 
approached. There he was looking at me. This was the 
first time we met.
“What are you?” – I asked
“I’m the Bug Ben”
“Bug Ben? So you are a bug?”
I didn’t get my answer because he started running and 
disappeared. He was really fast.
 The next few days were hard. We walked a 
lot, trekked through a lot of unexpected situations and 
found the Bug Ben a few times. But we couldn’t catch 
it. We identified and registered all kinds of different 
behaviors and took some pictures too. The Bug Ben 
seemed to like us.
“How could you escape from us all this time?”
“Easy! You never went from the beaten path. I could 
surprise you whenever I wanted because I knew how 
to find you.”
“You are right. We were wrong about the way we 
tested the trekking trails. We should not be restricted 
to just the trail.”
“I’m not sure if I agree with you. The only reason why I 
wasn’t caught before is because you never explored any-
thing off the original trail.”
 When we went back we had a lot to tell. A lot 
of things should be changed in our product to get more 
value. We also reported some situations that would in-
crease customer satisfaction a lot. We learned a lot about 
the context and how to minimize the risk of something 
going wrong during the trekking. 
 The new trekking was only released late in 
spring. It was later than we planned but it was more ro-
bust, more reliable and safer. It was a success. We got our 
lesson from the Bug Ben.
 Bug Ben was sent to the local Zoo where he 
started a new life. Since then and before leaving in a new 
trek I went to visit him and we talked about my new task. 
I think we became friends. ▄

If I were to change one thing about testing, I’d make affordable, reliable testing tools that support, rather than enforce processes
#dttip by @hogfish
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This! RT @lanettecream: If I could change one thing about testing it would be the hiring process. That would change everything 
#dttip by @TestSideStory
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